
Tell us a bit about yourself and your
household. What was it like before you
started the program?
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I’m a mother of five, right now I have four
children living with me full time. We have a
very busy household. Before I did the
program I was paying roughly $60 a fortnight
upfront for my electricity and praying that it
was enough money to cover it.

I was really lazy when it came to electricity
use. The air conditioner would go on in my
bedroom and would run flat chat all summer.
Even if it was a little bit cool we wouldn’t
open the windows. And even on hot summer
days we’d still use the clothes dryer.

The Skinner family's

team effort saved up

to 50% on their

power bill

Case Study: The Skinner Family

What are the top things you learned from
doing the Energy Savvy Families program?

Well, I learnt the power of the sun is amazing
because I chose not to have a clothes dryer
anymore. Now we hang absolutely everything
out on the clothesline. I’m in a high-set
house, so if it’s raining I have a clothes lines
set up underneath my house as well.

 I’m saving a fair amount of dosh by not
using a dryer. I had to walk downstairs to put
clothes in the dryer anyway, so now it just
goes on the line.

I learnt other things like turning off all the
fans if I’m not home. The air con is
unplugged and probably won’t be turned
down until the end of November, and even
then I’ve changed the temperature setting
on it and I won’t run it for as long as we have
been.

The only thing that’s running 24/7 in my
house now is the fridge. We have gas for our
cooking and hot water, so that’s not a factor
on our electricity bill.

You live in a hot climate. How did you find
your comfort level using the air
conditioning less?

We open the windows for starters, have the
fans on. It’s amazing how well the fans work
if you keep them clean, too. The dust on
them creates wind resistance. They work a
lot better once they’re clean.

And I also have airers over the door for stuff
if I do a late load of washing and it’s clothes
that the children need in the morning.



We started with letting them play the
Reduce Your Juice games on my phone. They
thought it was fantastic. We all liked the
washing line game, that was the most fun,
with that character Darth Dryer. We’re a
household of nerds anyway, so anything that
says “Darth” must be cool. My kids now walk
around and flip off the fans in the morning,
they help hang out the washing. Generally, if
it’s not in use they turn it off. It’d become
second nature to them.

It just heightens your general awareness. It’s
good for those who struggle with their
electricity bills. There’s nothing worse then
getting the dreaded letter saying you’re
about to be disconnected. I’ll be honest, I’ve
struggled and had my power disconnected in
the past. I’ve had to contact my provider to
be put on a hardship program. The whole
Energy Savvy Families thing has helped me
become more aware and make some changes
that worked.

I was lucky enough to win two prize packs
throughout the program and they included
some smart power boards. So my TV and
Xbox and stuff are hooked up to one of
them, and I gave one to my parents and one
to my sister as well. I really like it and we’ve
all noticed a bit of difference there in our
energy use.

How about the stand-by power use of
appliances. Did you learn anything there?
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Case Study: The Skinner Family

Did your kids get involved in the program?
How did you get them interested?

In terms of savings, how much money have
you been saving on your bill since you
completed the program?

My most recent monthly bill was $55, the one
before that was about the same, and the
one before that was $40.

Anything else you want to add about your
experience with the program?

Compare that with last year, where I was
paying well over $100 a month in the summer
and $80-$90 the rest of the time.

My kids now walk around
and flip off the fans in the
morning, they help hang
out the washing.



Tell us a bit about yourself and your
household. How were you managing with
your power bills before you started the
program?
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I am an aged pensioner and I have a 14 year
old little dog who has heart problems. I live in
an over 50s village in my own little home. My
power bills have been very expensive and I
have had to ask for extensions all the time as
it is hard on one pension.

Merilyn became a Reduce

Your Juice top scorer,

earning her some great

rewards

Case Study: Merilyn Varney

What are the top things you learned from
doing the Energy Savvy Families program?

I have learnt to turn all my appliances off at
the wall when not in use, open my windows
and use the fan instead of the air
conditioner. I also use only cold water to
wash my clothes.

As part of the program, you were very
engaged with our Facebook page. Did you
find it helpful to interact with others who
were part of the program?

Yes, it has been helpful.

You won some great prizes as a top scorer
in the Reduce Your Juice games. How
useful did you find the games in learning
tips to reduce your electricity use?

I loved the prizes I won, I have shared some
with my daughter. I use the power board for
my TV and Wi-Fi, so I only need to turn one
switch off at night. The phone charger has
come in handy.

Did you have a smart meter installed? If
so, how did you find the online tool
(HomeSmart Savvy) to monitor your
electricity use?

I have only had my smart meter for about 2
weeks now, so I have just started using the
online tool. It was a little hard to get started,
but I have worked it out now. It is great to
see when my usage is high, that would be
when I turn my very old air conditioner on.

In terms of savings, how much money have
you been saving on your bill since you
started the program?

As I haven’t had my first bill yet it is really
hard to say, but hopefully it will improve over
time as I get used to doing to things. I am
learning along the way.

Would you recommend the Energy Savvy
Families program to others?

Yes, I would and I have.



What was your household situation and
energy use like before you started the
program?
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I share a household with my husband and
two puppies. I was always anxious when the
electricity bill was due. We had a washing
machine that was breaking down and it
would take up to 3 hours to do a small load.
We used the air conditioner too much and
we weren’t very conscious of our energy
usage. Our main problem was that we had
resigned ourselves to expect a high energy
bill, so we didn’t put in too much effort to
improve the situation.

The Gray family learnt

that small changes can

make a huge difference to

their energy bill

Case Study: The Gray Family

How did other members of your household
(if any) engage in Energy Savvy Families?

ensuring we only washed full loads of
washing on the cold cycle.

If you think back, what interested you
initially to sign up to the program?

Honestly, to save money, become more
educated and create good habits.

Did you have any stand-out benefits from
doing Energy Savvy Families?

Yes! Savings on our bills, we’ve got them
down drastically. Our attitudes have
changed. We are more aware of our
decisions and how they impact the cost of
our bill and the environment.

Now you’ve finished Energy Savvy Families,
how confident are you to keep your energy
bills down over the longer term?

It is my mission! I feel very confident.

What would you tell your friends and
family about the program?

Do it – you’ll be so glad you did.

What did you learn or discover as a result
of going through the Energy Savvy Families
program?

That small changes can and have made a
HUGE difference.

What feature of Energy Savvy Families
appealed to you the most or was most
useful and why?

The Reduce Your Juice games. The tips were
absolute gold!

My hubby was on board all the way – he
loved the Reduce Your Juice games and I
love flicking off all the light switches and

Is there anything else you’d like to add
about your experience with the program?

It was a positive experience, educational and
actually fun!



Tell us a bit about yourself and your
household. How were you managing with
your power bills before you started the
program?
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We are a family of 5. We have 3 kids that are
under 12, so it can be challenging at times
for them to remember to turn things off
when they are not being used. Before the
program, our electricity bills were high, but I
think they have started to reduce now.

The Suter family

played the Reduce Your

Juice games and learnt

new energy saving tips

Case Study: The Suter Family

What are the top things you learned from
doing the Energy Savvy Families program?

The main things I learned is to completely
turn appliances off. We are also using the
smart board to turn off appliances with one
switch.

Did you find it helpful to interact with
others on the Facebook page who were
part of the program?

The Facebook page was great, and I really
liked the updates. I enjoyed the posts and
they encouraged us to reach our goals.

In terms of savings, how much money have
you been saving on your bill since you
started the program?

I do believe my bills have reduced a lot and
I’m hopeful this will continue, especially over
the warmer months.

Now that you have finished the program,
do you feel well equipped to keep your
electricity bills down over the long term?

What we have learned will help us to
maintain a lower level of power usage. Being
able to identify what items use more power
has helped a lot.

Did your family get involved in the
program? If so, how did you get them
interested?

Yes, our kids played the games and read the
energy saving tips, and they turn off lights
when leaving a room.

Is there anything else you want to add
about your experience with the program?

I can’t thank the Energy Savvy Families
program enough for the prizes I won. We are
extremely grateful, and it will certainly help
in the future with lowering our bills.

I enjoyed the [Facebook]
posts and they encouraged
us to reach our goals



What was your household situation and
energy use like before you started the
program?
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We are a family of four. We had four air
conditioners running at the same time,
used a clothes dryer daily, and lights were
left on needlessly. Our bills were always
around the $1,000 mark.

The Barkus family

monitored their usage

data and put a plan in

place to reduce their

electricity use

Case Study: The Barkus Family

If you think back, what interested you
initially to sign up to the program?

It was the monthly billing cycle as well as
the ability to check our daily usage.

Did you have any stand-out benefits from
doing Energy Savvy Families?

We saw major savings on the bills. We got rid
of our dryer and turned all switches and
lights off when not in use. We saw a big
change in our monthly bill.

Now you’ve finished Energy Savvy Families,
how confident are you to keep your energy
bills down over the longer term?

Very confident… although we are now
coming into summer so this should test our
newfound knowledge and skills!

What would you tell your friends and
family about the program?

I would share with them all the tips I have
learnt and let them know how much more
manageable a monthly account is.

What did you learn or discover as a result
of going through the Energy Savvy
Families program?

After seeing our daily electricity usage
data, we were able to use the process of
elimination to bring our bills lower. Is there anything else you’d like to add

about your experience with the program?

Thank you for allowing my family to be a
part of this program and reducing our bills.

After seeing our daily electricity
usage data, we were able to use
the process of elimination to
bring our bills lower.

How did other members of your
household engage in the program?

We discussed ways of cutting back and put a
plan in place to reduce our electricity use.



What was your household situation and
energy use like before you started the
program?
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As a growing family with two teenage girls
and a hectic schedule, our energy bill had
slowly increased to a noticeable point. We
were given the chance to participate in the
Energy Savvy Families program earlier this
year and my husband and I decided to give it
a go to see if we could improve our energy
consumption for our household.

The program gave us handy regular tips on
how to save energy within the household. We
could also monitor our daily consumption in
order to reduce our usage, which worked
perfectly for us. Switching to a monthly bill
instead of quarterly has also been more
effective for our budget and it’s no longer a
worry when our monthly bill is received via
email. I would highly recommend this to
young and growing families as I learned so
much about small ways to reduce energy in
the house, which means a lot come bill time!

Six months on from the

Energy Savvy Families

program, Hope Soeters’

family reduced their

electricity use by 31%

Case Study: The Soeters Family

What did you learn or discover as a result
of going through the program?

We received regular emails containing handy
tips on how to save energy, which has
effectively helped us be mindful of our
energy use and brought our overall monthly
bill down.

How did other members of your household
(if any) engage in Energy Savvy Families?

Our children got on board and participated in
the Reduce Your Juice games, which helped
them learn how to save energy.

Did you have any stand-out benefits from
doing Energy Savvy Families?

With the material sent out and the tips we
received, we have learned how to
conservatively use electricity and we are now
more mindful of what we use in the house. It
has been a great success participating in the
program.

If you think back, what interested you
initially to sign up to the program?

The option to switch to a digital meter with a
monthly bill instead of a quarterly bill.

Now you’ve finished Energy Savvy Families,
how confident are you to keep your energy
bills down over the longer term?

Over the last six months we have seen our
energy bill reduce considerably. We continue
to look at ways to ensure our energy
consumption in the household remains at a
reasonable usage level, so we don’t end up
with a massive bill at the end of each month.



What was your household situation and
energy use like before you started the
program?
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I live with my partner, our baby, toddler and
teenager. We were reasonably energy savvy
having fallen into financial trouble a couple
of years ago. However, as our situation
improved and our lives got busier, we
became a little complacent.

Participating in the Energy Savvy Families
program helped get us back on track. The
program encouraged my partner and teen to
be aware of their energy use. I was already
more aware as I see the bills and do the
budget!

Paying closer attention to our bills meant we
noticed a huge jump in our bill since our
fridge started playing up months ago. It was
more than 10 years old, so we’ve just finished
lay-buy of a new 4.5-star energy efficiency
rated one. We also live in an old house with
only one ceiling fan meaning we use aircon
more than we would like, especially with a
new baby in the house over summer.

Lacey got her bills

back on track and

invested in energy

efficient appliances

Case Study: The Burns Family

If you think back, what interested you
initially to sign up to the program?

I was interested in saving money, learning
simple tips and earning rewards.

What did you learn or discover as a result
of going through the Energy Savvy Families
program?

We discovered that we needed a new fridge
and learned the ideal temperature to set it
on. We also learned to keep an eye on our
bills even though we have set payments, and
also that we have a lot of control over our
usage.

How did other members of your
household engage in the program?

My partner played the games and we had
discussions whenever emails came through or
when I had new ideas.

Did you have any stand-out benefits from
doing Energy Savvy Families?

We made the decision to buy a new fridge
even though ours still worked, as it was using
a lot of power. During that purchase, we
decided to pay a bit more for a better
efficiency rating. We did the same when our
landlord let us choose a dishwasher.

Now you’ve finished Energy Savvy Families,
how confident are you to keep your energy
bills down over the longer term?

I am determined to keep improving!



Tell us a bit about yourself and your
household. What was it like before you
started the program?
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Before starting the program we had to get
extensions every single month to try to make
sure our power stayed connected. 

I struggled to get my family to turn off lights
and items they weren’t using as they just
didn’t see why it was necessary, it was a
frustrating time!

Samantha Hume's

family saved $100+

per month

Case Study: The Hume Family

What are the top things you learned from
doing the Energy Savvy Families program?

That games can make anything fun (even
learning to save electricity!). We also learned
that family time is important. 

Taking the time to explain WHY these things
were important to our family and allowing
them to ask questions was a little bit of
bonus bonding time that we didn’t quite
expect.

Did your family get involved in the
program? If so, how did you get them
interested?

Yes, we came up with ideas together on how
to save power. We tried to use scientific
methods wherever possible and stick with
one thing at a time so we could see the
exact effect that one thing had on our
power bill. 

Then, in the end, we decided to combine the
most effective things to help reduce our
power bill as much as possible on an ongoing
basis.

You won some great prizes as a top scorer
in the Reduce Your Juice games – including
the major reward (a $1,500 energy
efficient appliance voucher)! 

How useful did you find the games in
learning tips to reduce your electricity use?

It was a terrific learning
experience for adults and
kids alike

We found them extremely useful and they
helped give us great starting points on
research projects to complete with our kids
so they could understand the ins and outs of
electricity.



I’d say around $100 plus per month.

We already have recommended it to
several others in fact! It’s a great program
with fantastic rewards, I wish we could do
it again!

Yes we did and we enjoy seeing up to the
moment electricity use and also not having
to worry about our dog escaping when it’s
time to check the power!

Did you have a smart meter installed? If
so, how did you find the online tool
(HomeSmart Savvy) to monitor your
electricity use?
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Case Study: The Hume Family

In terms of savings, how much money
have you been saving on your bill since
you started the program?

Now that you have finished the program,
do you feel well equipped to keep your
electricity bills down over the long term?

I think once we get our initial three-month
bill paid down to $0 it’ll be much easier to
pay the rest each month.

Would you recommend the Energy Savvy
Families program to others?

I'd say [we saved] around
$100 plus per month

It was a terrific learning experience for
adults and kids alike to be honest.

Testimonials
Read what other Energy

Savvy Families have to say

about the program

“I’m a single mother of two children. My
bills used to be quite high, as I had a dryer
and other appliances that contributed to
my bill.

I joined the Energy Savvy Families program
to become more energy efficient and to
learn how to reduce my bills. My son really
liked the Reduce Your Juice games which
he could play on my phone, and I really
enjoyed the switch to monthly
billing!

I actually got rid of my dryer and now hang
my clothes outside. I have chosen not
to have air conditioning and we only use
fans and blankets for cold weather.”

“The Reduce Your Juice games helped me
to understand how much power I actually
use. Monthly billing has been a great help.

I have found that not using the dryer at all
has helped a lot. My monthly power
bills are much easier to pay.”

– Jessica Merrin

– Alison Rice



“We are a couple with one child, aged 1. Our life is hectic
and I’m always using the vacuum and steam mop, as well
and running baths and using the washing machine, air
conditioners and dishwasher! Our quarterly bills were well
over $800, which caused a lot of stress to determine how
we would pay for it! It was constantly on my mind how
much the next bill would be. I rely on everything I use,
especially for my son.

I signed up to Energy Savvy Families as I was behind on my
electricity payments and I needed help. Taking part in the
program, I learned when to use each appliance and to turn
appliances off at the wall. The monthly billing was
definitely the most useful part of the program.

I saw a massive difference in my bills. Since completing the
program, I’m more confident I can keep costs down.”

“Our household has two adults and a toddler, and
before we started the Energy Savvy Families program,
we were using more electricity than we needed too.

I signed up to reduce our electricity usage and save
money. I learned that it doesn’t take much to change
our habits. Our family now turn off power points when
they are not in use and take shorter showers. I have
definitely shifted my behavior and become more
conscious of my electricity use.

Since completing the program, we have more than
halved our electricity bill. The program is a great idea
and everyone would benefit from it!”
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Testimonials

– Katrina Merrin (Katrina took an energy pledge and reduced her

electricity use by 63% in six months!)

– Melinda Wilson



“I live with my two adult children. As you can imagine, both kids have televisions
with gaming consoles and leave the ceiling fans on.

The Energy Savvy Families team taught us that you can reduce your electricity
consumption just by doing little things and making small changes. They helped
with lots of great suggestions like turning appliances off at the switch when
leaving the room, turning the lights and fans off, and using the aircon at a higher
temperature during summer.

We are now very conscientious about our electricity consumption and use, and we
are using the tips we learned in our everyday routine. It was an excellent program,
we learnt and saved a lot!”

“I’m a mother of 4 children. We didn’t realise how much
electricity we were using until the bill arrived.

The standout benefit from Energy Savvy Families was the change
in my children’s electricity usage. My children played the Reduce
Your Juice games and learnt how to save power.

The most useful feature for me was HomeSmart Savvy, because I
was able to see my daily usage and adjust where I needed. I also
enjoyed receiving rewards just for playing games!”
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Testimonials

– Carolyn Ryan

– Dawn Clarke

“I live with a partner and two kids. Before starting the Energy Savvy
Families program, we were using aircons all the time and running
the dishwasher frequently. I signed up to the program to learn ways
to keep my bill under control. My kids loved the games and I’ve seen
big savings on my bill. I’m a lot more aware now about my power
usage.”

– Lauren Dillon
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Testimonials

“We are a couple and have my stepdaughter with us some weekends.
Aircon use is our biggest energy drain in the summertime, and I used
to stress about how much the bill would be. Now that we have
changed to monthly billing, it’s a lot easier to manage. I have a set
amount that comes out of my account every 2 weeks. I now open up
the house in the morning to do the cleaning and only turn the aircon
on in the afternoon instead of letting it run all day long. My husband is
slowly learning not to leave doors or windows open when the aircon is
on, and to turn lights off.”

– Nola Suffield

I have a medical problem and have been trying to catch up on my
overdue debt. I now switch all appliances off at the wall when they’re
not in use, and when I use the aircon I keep it at 24 degrees. By going
through the program, I learnt that it pays to listen on how to save. I
read all the information and followed the energy saving tips. A stand-
out benefit is that my kids are now aware of their aircon usage. I
would recommend the program
100 percent.

– Nicola Tackney

“I’m a single mum with a 10-year-old daughter. Before this amazing
program my bills were really high and I was only just making the
payments, but in doing so we had to go without doing fun family
activities. 

The cheaper monthly bills are what really interested me with this
program. It has been so much easier to keep up with my bills as they
are much more manageable. I have seen massive savings on my bill,
and it’s so much easier to keep track of it with HomeSmart Savvy.

Learning to turn off unused power points has been the biggest help
to me, and my daughter now turns off the light in her room when
she’s not in there.”

– Shannon Mulder (Shannon took an energy pledge and

reduced her electricity use by 40% in six months!)


